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Licensing concept 

 

This document explains the current policy of VISIONERS regarding the licensing of the Eventus Workflow- and 

Workforce Management System (hereinafter referred to as the “Software” or “Eventus”). Eventus is a propietary 

software, and the Licensor as IPR holder retains all intellectual property rights over the Software.  

Licensor lets the users use the software via software license agreements that means that any user has to have the 

appropriate software license to legally use the Software. As a legal user of the software the certain user acts as the 

Licensee. (For the purposes of the present agreement the expression “User” – written with capital letter – used from the 

1st Section has got a different meaning from the “user” in this preamble used in its general meaning known in copyright 

law. The definition of “User” for the purposes of this Eventus Licensing Policy can be found in the Section 1.2. (a).) 

Licenses grant rights for different usage purposes. The Licensee can be an End User, a Developer, a Reseller or a 

Value Added Reseller. 

For End Users the Eventus End User License Agreement (EULA) shall apply, which grants a license for an own purpose 

usage. The End User is not entitled to modify, develop, or disassemble the Software, and it is even forbidden for an End 

User to transfer, resell or to make available the Software for third persons in any way, unless the permitted manners of 

making it available defined by the EULA and the Form of Agreement concluded with the specific End User. The End 

User licensing is a volume licensing method, which means that different license types form the scope and the 

combination of various architectural components, functionalities and features, each one having its own metrics. The 

Form of Agreement is an inseparable annex of the EULA, in which the specific granted license types shall appear 

specifying the proper volume. While the EULA contains the general terms and conditions of the usage of the Software, 

the Form of Agreement is specific, and it shall be concluded with all End Users individually and in writing.  

An Eventus Developer License Agreement (DLA) shall apply for those End Users who have a Developer License in 

accordance with Section 4.2 of this Licensing Policy. The End User having the Developer License may practice these 

activities by itself and for own purposes only. The DLA is available to End Users only, this means that a Developer has 

already entered into an EULA with Licensor. 

An Eventus Reseller License Agreement (RLA) shall apply for those partners who wish to resell the Eventus Workflow- 

and Workforce Management System. The Licensor retains the right to conclude RLA-s only with selected partners who 

shall comply with all expected professional, technical and educational requirements. 

A Value Added Reseller (VAR) agreement will be concluded with those special partners, who will be entitled to develop 

applications and solutions built upon Eventus and to resell the Software together with the own-made developments. The 

VAR partners shall comply with all expected professional, technical and educational requirements.  
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License Types 

The End User shall be entitled to use the licensed Software according to the license terms for the particular license 

types specified in the Sections 1-4. The unique combination of these particular licenses forms an organic license 

granted to a definite End User, which combination shall be specified in the Form of Agreement. The organic license 

cannot be taken apart for any reason, but it can be upgraded by acquiring additional volume for purchased license types 

or by obtaining new particular licenses. The End User’s organic license consists of the proper Architecture, Functional 

and Feature Licenses. Those End Users who wish to create workflows, or build solutions, applications upon Eventus by 

itself and for own purposes, besides the EULA shall conclude a DLA with Licensor. Resellers and VAR Partners shall 

enter into an RLA or VAR Agreement concluded with Licensor. 

 

1. Architecture Licenses 

1.1. Server Licenses 

(a) A Server License permits one live installation of the server software for a single instance on the Licensee's server 

computer (where a "server" means a single machine, or servers in a cluster or in parallel acting as a single 

machine) for use with the Licensee's on-line database, and the storing of one un-installed back-up copy.   

(b) It qualifies as a separate Server License if the given application instance is able to operate independently, i.e. it 

has full Eventus functionality. It means a full Eventus functionality if the application instance has its own database 

schema. 

(c) Server Licenses apply according to User numbers or workflow numbers. The definition of the expressions “User”, 

“Concurrent User”, “Named User”, “Customer User” and Registration Form User are described in Section 1.2. 

(d) Server upgrades are available according to Licensors current prices, except Personal Server licenses which cannot 

be upgraded. 

Currently the following Server licenses are available: 

1.1.1. Personal Server License 

Can support up to 5 Concurrent or 10 Named Users OR 3 small processes. Personal Server licenses cannot be 

upgraded. User or flow licenses shall be acquired separately. 

Metrics: Instance  

Requirements / dependencies: Appropriate server computer and the required OS and DB 
software 

Comments: For supported HW, OS and DB software, please see the 
technical descriptions 

 

1.1.2. Workgroup Server License 

Can support up to 50 Concurrent or 100 Named Users, OR 5 medium processes and 1 large process. If the customer’s 

site is planned to have more than 80 Users in total, it is recommended to consider choosing an Enterprise Server. User 

or flow licenses shall be acquired separately.  

Metrics: Instance  

Requirements / dependencies: Appropriate server computer and the required OS and DB 
software 

Comments: For supported HW, OS and DB software, please see the 
technical descriptions 
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1.1.3. Enterprise Server License  

Can support unlimited number of Concurrent or Named Users, OR unlimited number of processes. User or flow licenses 

shall be acquired separately.  

Metrics: Instance  

Requirements / dependencies: Appropriate server computer and the required OS and DB 
software 

Comments: For supported HW, OS and DB software, please see the 
technical descriptions 

 

1.1.4. Non-Production Server License 

(a) A Non-Production Server license permits a mirror configuration of the Software (excluding configuration tools) to be 

installed on a separate server, but this may not be used simultaneously for production purposes with the live server 

installation. Production usage of the Software is not permitted under a Non-Production license.  

(b) A Non-Production Server license is issued for the limited purpose of either testing, or for demonstration, or for 

evaluation, or for configuration/development (the latter requiring the Configuration and Developer license as well). 

 

Metrics: Instance  

Requirements / dependencies: Appropriate server computer and the required OS and DB 
software 

Eventus: Server License(s) (for production purposes) 

Comments: For supported HW, OS and DB software, please see the 
technical descriptions 

 

1.2. User Licenses 

(a) For the purposes of the present Agreement, User shall mean a natural person who is entitled to use the 

Software according to the provisions of the granted licenses. The User is typically an employee of the Licensee, 

but possibly can be a contractor, subcontractor of Licensee (or the employee of a contractor or subcontractor). 

Customer User shall mean any third party who is End User’s customer or any person related to End User, who 

is not End User’s employee, but End User is interested in granting him or her with a limited access to the 

Software. Especially those persons can be indentified as Users who are involved in the internal processes of 

End User, while those persons, who are just in connection with End User as external contacts (so typically are 

not working for End User, but mostly acting as clients, or users, customers of any service), shall be considered 

as Customer Users. 

(b) User licenses apply to a single Eventus instance only. User licenses must be purchased for each separate 

Eventus instance. The following User licenses are available: 

 

i. Named User License: The named user license is permanently assigned to one person, who can log in 

any time, from any number of workstations / devices.  

ii. Concurrent User License: Concurrent user licenses are assigned to one server. Any User accessing the 

system with a concurrent license, decreases the number of available free concurrent licenses, every time 

a user logs in to the system.  

iii. Customer User License: Customer User License can be granted to Customer Users. This license is for 

concurrent Customer Users only, so if a Customer User accesses the system, it will decrease the 

number of available free Customer User Licenses. 
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iv. Registration Form User License: By fulfilling and submitting a Registration Form a workflow will be 

started automatically in Eventus. It serves to report any kind of event or data which can be relevant for 

the processed workflows. Registration Form Users are named users who are permitted to use this limited 

functionality only. 

 

Metrics: User 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus license: Server License(s), Client License(s) 

Comments: N/A 

 

1.3. Flow license 

(a) As an alternative of the User Licenses, the End User can choose the possibility of metering the intensity of the 

usage instead of taking into consideration the number of the Users. Flow licensing measures the complexity and 

the number of processes. 

(b) One process means a workflow related to a specific organizational units’ specific activity. An example is the 

customer care process for ADSL service activation.  

(c) Flow licensing concept is to provide flexibility when some circumstances of the deployment (e.g. the number of 

Users) cannot be predicted, or are uncertain. 

(d) The concept enables the Licensee to avoid making a most likely uncertain commitment, hence purchasing 

insufficient or unused User Licenses.  

(e) Licensor distinguishes three different process types: Small Process, Medium Process, Large Process. The 

following flow licenses are available: 

 

i. Small Process License: Grants the right to configure one small process. A small process consists of 

minimum 1, maximum 5 tasks (manual, system). 

ii. Medium Process License: Grants the right to configure one medium process. A medium process consists 

of tasks (manual, system) from 6 to 15. 

iii. Large Process License: Grants the right to configure one large process. A large process consists of more 

than 15 tasks (manual, system). 

 

(f) In case of the complexity of a process changes due to change request, then if the number of tasks (manual, 

system) exceeds with more then 2 tasks (manual, system) the maximum rate prescribed to the original flow, then 

the original flow shall be substituted with the appropriate flow (e.g. the number of tasks of a flow changes from 4 to 

8 means that this flow originally was a small process, but it shall be modified to a medium process). In case of such 

an upgrade the margin of the license fees shall be paid.   

 

Metrics: Task / Process 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus license: Server License(s), Client License(s) 

Comments: N/A 

 

1.4. Client Licenses 

As a default, Eventus has desktop and web based clients. 

The Mobile Client Licenses allow to install and run the proper client for mobile device, all of them having a basic 

functionality (Basic Mobile Client License), and Mobile Feature Licenses are required to be entitled to use the special 

features (eg. Barcode Reader, eOBU). 
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The Client Licenses are not limited by the number of devices. 

1.4.1. Basic Mobile Client License 

This enables the user to access Eventus functionalities on Mobiles. 

The following basic mobile client licenses are available: 

i. Eventus Native Android Client 

ii. Eventus Native iOS Client 

iii. Eventus Native Windows 10 Client 

 

Metrics: Mobile Platform 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 

 

1.4.2. Mobile Barcode Reader License 

Grants the right to use the Barcode reader functionality. Enables the integrated barcode reader of the Client software. 

Types of barcode reader: 

i. Barcode Reader for Android 

ii. Barcode Reader for iOS 

iii. Barcode Reader for Windows 10 

 

Metrics: Mobile Platform 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Basic Mobile 
Client License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 

 

1.4.3. Mobile eOBU License 

Grants the right to use the eOBU functionality, enabling the client to act as an integrated electronic on-board-unit. This 

component collects and sends location information from the client to the server.  

Types of eOBU: 

i. eOBU for Android 

ii. eOBU for iOS 

iii. eOBU for Windows 10 

 

Metrics: Mobile Platform 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Basic Mobile 
Client License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 
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1.4.4. Camera Integration for Mobile Client License 

Enables photo type input fields to the Eventus Mobile Client and the functionality to create and add photo attachments 

via the device’s built-in camera.  

Types of Camera Integration: 

i. Camera Integration for Android 

ii. Camera Integration for iOS 

iii. Camera Integration for Windows 10 

 

 

Metrics: Mobile Platform 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Basic Mobile 
Client License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 

 

1.4.5. Signature Take for Mobile Client License 

Enables signature type input fields to the Eventus Mobile Client that makes the possibility to use the device’s touch 

screen to take hand written signatures. 

Types of Signature Take for Mobile Client: 

i. Signature Take for Android 

ii. Signature Take for iOS 

iii. Signature Take for Windows 10 

 

Metrics: Mobile Platform 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Basic Mobile 
Client License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 

 

1.4.6. File Attachment support for Mobile Client License 

Enables file attachment type input fields to the Eventus Mobile Client that makes the possibility to add predefined file 

types as attachments.  

Types of File Attachment: 

i. File Attachment for Android 

ii. File Attachment for iOS 

iii. File Attachment for Windows 10 

 

Metrics: Mobile Platform 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Basic Mobile 
Client License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 
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1.4.7. Map Integration for Mobile Client License 

Enables map view on the Eventus Mobile Client and enables interactive map related functions to support end user 

needs.  

This licence does not include a map server. 

Each different type of integrated map server requires additional Map Integration for Mobile Client licence. 

Types of Map Integration: 

i. Map Integration for Android 

ii. Map Integration for iOS 

iii. Map Integration for Windows 10 

 

Metrics: Mobile Platform 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Basic Mobile 
Client License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 

 

1.4.8. QuickDraw on bitmaps for Mobile Client License 

Enables basic image edit functions, color corrections, drawings on images in the Eventus Mobile Client. 

Types of QuickDraw on bitmaps: 

i. QuickDraw on bitmaps for Android 

ii. QuickDraw on bitmaps for iOS 

iii. QuickDraw on bitmaps for Windows 10 

 

Metrics: Mobile Platform 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Basic Mobile 
Client License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 

 

1.4.9. Eventus Timesheet Mobile License 

This component provides optimized end user GUI for the Eventus TimeSheet Module on Mobile Clients. 

Types of Timesheet: 

i. Timesheet for Android 

ii. Timesheet for iOS 

iii. Timesheet for Windows 10 

 

Metrics: Mobile Platform 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Basic Mobile 
Client License(s), Eventus HR Module Licence 

Other: Browser 
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Comments: N/A 

 

2. Functional Licenses 

2.1. WorkFlow module License  

Right to use the Workflow management module of Eventus. Workflow management systems are designed to manage 

complex business processes in a consistent manner across the company. The system controls the execution of 

business processes on the basis of a process model, using existing IT infrastructure and controlling the relevant 

company units and staff. Consequently, it answers the question of who should do what and when – in 24 hours a day, 

while also providing the information required for executing these tasks. 

 

Metrics Instance 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s) 

Comments: N/A 

 

2.2. WorkForce module License 

Right to use the Workforce management module of Eventus. Workforce module includes time table handling, workload 

calculation, availability management, automatic real-time dispatching. Workforce management is designed to control the 

execution of the tasks generated by workflow management. Additional important features are: consistent management 

of executors of various types (individuals and teams, internal system components and external applications connecting 

via an interface), prioritizing active tasks, dispatching functions, and optimization according to various criteria (skills, 

customer value, technology, travel time etc.) 

 

Metrics Instance 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s) 

Comments: N/A 

 

2.3. Connectivity Licenses 

(a) A Connectivity license entitles the Licensee to link the Software to another system which is connected with the 

Software. A Connectivity license includes the Eventus interface possibility providing written admission and 

availability of a schema for reading admission to the Eventus. 

(b) The Eventus interface possibility must be used in compliance with its Documentation. The Eventus interface 

possibility may not be extended or modified without the Licensor's prior written approval to protect the integrity of 

the admission to the Eventus and does not affect how the Licensee accesses the interface possibility. 

A Connectivity license is required for each external system and/or application connected to the Software. It shall be 

considered as an application or system connection any connection to be established through a point-to-point or 

middleware layer (for example: OSB, MQ, etc.) that is established between the Eventus and an external system 

that implements a business function. Accordingly, the Connectivity License is independent of the nature of the 

interface technology between the Eventus system and the external business system, and independent of the 

middleware layer between the Eventus system and the business system implementing the business function.  
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(c) Each application or system (software or hardware) requires a separate Connectivity License, even if a connection 

shall be made through a middleware layer (e.g., OSB, MQ, etc.), i.e. the integration that requires a Connectivity 

License can be direct or indirect, however, it is independent of the number of environments to be achieved. 

(d) For its own internal business purposes only, the Licensee shall be entitled to develop its own applications to link via 

a Connectivity Licensed product provided such applications do not include any part of the Software or confidential 

information of the Licensor. 

(e) The Licensee may not demonstrate or supply any applications developed by itself pursuant to the above sub 

clause to any third party unless it has first ascertained from the Licensor that such customer is duly licensed to use 

the Software. 

(f) The Licensee accepts that the Licensor is not responsible for the operational integrity of any application created by 

the Licensee, nor for the operation or effect thereof on any party to whom the Licensee demonstrates or supplies it. 

(g) The Licensee warrants that it has the right to use all data that may be transferred to/from the Eventus. The 

Licensee is responsible for ensuring that it has all relevant licenses therefore. 

(h) The Licensor shall not be responsible under any circumstances for the quality or integrity of any data written to the 

Eventus via the Eventus interface possibility, nor for the accuracy or validity of any corresponding data read from 

the Eventus. 

(i) The Licensee agrees to be entirely responsible for the support and maintenance of all applications created by the 

Licensee under the terms of this license. 

(j) Currently the following Connectivity Licenses are available: 

 

i. Generic Connectivity License:  Grants the right as described generally, for specific, custom interfacing 

purposes. 

ii. Connectivity License for Feature Modules:  Certain Eventus Feature Modules or Licenses might include 

one, or more interfaces by default to fulfil their functionalities. Connectivity License for Feature Modules 

grants the right as described above, but only for the certain interfaces between Eventus and the other 

system as defined in the given Eventus Feature Module or License 

 

Metrics Connectivity 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s) 

Comments: N/A 

 

3. Feature Module Licenses 

Feature Module Licenses grant the right to use preset and / or additional functionalities, function groups. 

 

3.1. Eventus Built-in Reports Module License 

This module provides access to Eventus Web Based Built-in reports set. 

Metrics Server 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Module 
License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 
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3.2. Eventus GIS Module License 

This module provides basic GIS (geographic information system) functionalities: monitors the field force of the company, 

provides map based dispatching, task execution, task prioritizing, distance calculation. 

Metrics: Instance 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Map 
subsciption 

Other: Browser 

Comments: A map integration is required to enable the GIS module 
providing its map-based functionality. A proper map 
subscription shall be purchased by Licensee from a third 
party. 

 

3.3. Eventus PTM License 

The PTM license allows users to use the Patient Transport Management module (PTM module) of Eventus System. The 

PTM module is to provide logistical support for the patient transport and supports the following processes: 

 recording of patient transport demands (via Eventus Web Client) 

 manual or automated task assignment to the patient transport companies as End Users of Eventus System 

 flight planning, daily route optimization of the vehicles 

 online monitoring of requests both for doctors and for employees of Ambulance Services 

 map view of patients, vehicles and hospitals, online monitoring of the tasks 

Metrics: Instance 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Map 
subsciption 

Other: Browser 

Comments: A map integration is required to enable the PTM module 
providing its map-based functionality. A proper map 
subscription shall be purchased by Licensee from a third 
party.  

 

 

3.4. Eventus HR Module License 

Using the Timesheet Module the employees of a company can record electronially the usage of their worktime. The 

module ensures the storage and the maintenance of further basic data which are needed to lock the dates. The 

Timesheet Module offers supplementary functions too, e.g. automatic reminder related to the securing of the records 

and the internal surveillance of the same, or the escalation function. Reports can be produced from the data stored in 

the system, and the result of these can be exported. 

This license provides access to the following components 

 TimeSheet: Using the Eventus TimeSheet Component the associates of an institution can record electronically 

the use of their work time. 

 IHoliday: IHoliday Component provides an approval workflow to manage holiday requests. 

Metrics: Instance 
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Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Built-in 
Reports Module 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 

 

3.5. Eventus Fleet Management License 

Eventus Fleet Management Module provides the facility to manage and control vehicle fleets. The system provides 

vehicle inventory, real time position, tracklog analysis and automatic LogBook functions as well. 

Metrics: Vehicle 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s), Connectivity 
License(s), GIS Module License 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 

 

3.6. Eventus DashBoard License  

Eventus DashBoard provides a facility to display prompt graphical overview reports about the operation, KPIs, etc. 

Metrics: Dashboard Report 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 

 

3.7. Eventus AHDB Module License 

This license grants the right to use the Eventus’ Approval Hierarchy Database (AHDB). The module provides GUI, and 

features to manage the information about the approval rules in a company. 

Metrics: Instance 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 

 

3.8. Eventus Archiving Module License  

The Archiving Module provides configurable automated data archivation to store data outside from primary database.  

Metrics: Instance 

Requirements / dependencies: Only available with Enterprise Server License. 

For the Archive Server(s) an Eventus Non Production 
Server License(s) is required. 

Comments: N/A 
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3.9. Eventus MS Project Server Integration License 

The goal of the implemented Eventus – MS Project Server integration is to help the harmonization of the company’s 

project, their management and the operation’s workforce and processes. Furthermore, based on the results of this 

harmonization, more accurate information is at the disposal of executives and managers, and the administration work of 

the operational staff becomes easier. 

With the combination of the functionalities of the Eventus and the MS Project platforms, the most effective support for 

project planning, project and task level tracking, rescheduling, and reporting becomes a reality. 

Metrics: Instance 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s) 

Other: Browser 

Comments: N/A 

 

3.10. Eventus Migration Tool License 

Migration tool provides possibility to transfer configuration data between Eventus environments with source designation, 

version control and collision detection. Configuration data includes system parameters, hierarchies and configured 

workflows.  

Metrics: Instance 

Requirements / dependencies: Eventus: Server License(s), User License(s) 

Comments: N/A 

 

 

4. Developer Licenses 

Developer licenses consist of  

 Configuration License which grants the right to configure the Software within Eventus client.  

 Developer License which grants the right to develop solutions built upon Eventus, using the toolkit provided by 

Licensor.  

Neither the Configuration License, nor the Developer License gives the right to alter any of the core functionalities of 

Eventus, and it is strictly prohibited to alter the source code of the Software or any of the core functionalities anyhow. 

Consequently “developer” for the purposes of this agreement only means the End User who can develop own 

applications connected to the Software, but it does not mean the development of Eventus itself under any circumstance. 

 

4.1. Configuration License 

(a) A Configuration License permits workflow configuration for the End User. The Configuration License allows the End 

User to modify preset workflows and create new ones. If Server Licenses are connected with User Licenses within 

the Architecture Licenses, the number of workflows that can be created is not limited. If a Flow License is 

connected with the Server License(s) instead of User Licenses, the number of permitted workflows must be 

considered for the application of the Configuration License (ie, the End User may create a new workflow up to the 

allowed number of workflows, and in case of deleting a process it may create a new one in the place of it to the 

extent of permitted workflows).   
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(b) The Licensee acknowledges that it is aware of the potential support and upgrade complications which can arise 

from changes to workflows, and for this reason the Licensee undertakes to notify the Licensor of all changes made 

in this way in details. The Licensor shall treat all such disclosures as confidential. The Licensee accepts that the 

support and maintenance of all changes it makes under the terms of this license is entirely the responsibility of the 

Licensee.  

(c) The Licensee accepts that using the Configuration license alters the preset workflows of the Software and that 

anything the Licensee does using Configuration Licenses in no way alters the Licensor’s intellectual property rights 

or restricts the Licensor from any activity whatsoever relating to any changes it may make to the Software, 

including but not limited to updating, amending or other services relating to the Software, for the Licensee or for 

other customers of the Licensor.  

(d) Licensor grants Licensee the Configuration License on condition that Licensee completes the training to provide 

the required competencies. The Licensor will not be responsible for any effects on the Software resulting from the 

Licensee’s use of the Configuration product not in accordance with the Documentation. 

 

4.2. Developer License 

(a) A Developer license permits a mirror configuration of the Production Eventus Server to be held on an Eventus Non 

production Server instance used for development purposes. Using the development toolkit ensured by Licensor, 

and according to the technical guidelines set down in the Documentation Licensee is entitled to connect other 

systems to Eventus, and Licensee can develop applications, client programs built upon Eventus, and it can assign 

additional functions to Eventus.  

(b) Any kind of application, client program, solution, feature, function developed by Licensee shall be used for its own 

purposes only, and Licensee is not entitled to make available these solutions to third parties. 

(c) To obtain the Developer License a separate Developer License Agreement shall be concluded between Licensor 

and Licensee. Development trainings are obligatory for those End Users who wish to have the Developer License. 

By developing own solutions End Users may be expected to acquire other additional licenses, for example 

Connectivity Licenses in order to have the permission to connect their solutions to the Software. 

 

5. Special Licenses 

5.1. Eventus Reseller License Agreement 

An Eventus Reseller License Agreement (RLA) shall apply for those partners who wish to resell the Eventus Workflow- 

and Workforce Management System. The Licensor retains the right to conclude RLA-s only with selected partners who 

shall comply with all expected professional, technical and educational requirements. 

 

5.2. VAR Partner Agreement 

A Value Added Reseller (VAR) agreement will be concluded with those special partners, who will be entitled to develop 

applications and solutions built upon Eventus and to resell the Software together with the own-made developments. The 

VAR partners shall comply with all expected professional, technical and educational requirements. 


